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County plans future of its open space
VITAL LANDS INITIATIVE » Public meetings set
to discuss how best to manage some 111,000 acres
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Hoping to set a commanding agenda for conserving its
landscapes, Sonoma County’s
taxpayer-funded Agricultural
Preservation and Open Space
District is launching its broadest, most extensive planning
effort ever to guide its work for
the next 15 years.
The open space district today will mark the start of its
so-called Vital Lands Initiative. Community outreach will
include five public meetings
throughout the county this

month as officials gather input on how best to steward the
county’s preserved farmland
and natural spaces.
It’s the district’s most ambitious planning project in more
than a decade — and likely its
most wide-ranging such undertaking ever, according to general manager Bill Keene.
“It’s in all aspects of our work
in protecting agricultural land,
greenbelts, scenic hillsides, recreation, natural resources and
watersheds,” Keene said. “It’s
really going to cover everything
we do.”
Since it was established by

Sonoma County voters in 1990,
the open space district has spent
some $303 million in sales tax
dollars to preserve more than
111,000 acres of land — amounting to more than 10 percent of
the county’s total acreage. The
lands initiative is expected to
steer how the district spends its
sales tax revenue in the future,
using data and public input to
inform a strategy to safeguard
certain lands from development.
Keene said the planning effort would establish priorities
for how the district spends its
money. The district furthers its
land-conservation goals in multiple ways, including with conTURN TO OPEN SPACE » PAGE A2
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Santa Rosa High School junior Sophia Markoff hikes down Taylor
Mountain Regional Park on Monday after learning about the Sonoma
County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District in Santa Rosa.
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New order designed
to stand up in court,
removes Iraq from list
By GLENN THRUSH
NEW YORK TIMES

$600 billion over 10 years,”
said Aviva Aron-Dine, a senior
fellow at the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities who
served as senior counselor to

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump signed an executive order Monday blocking
citizens of six predominantly
Muslim countries from entering
the United States, the most significant hardening of immigration policy in generations, even
with changes intended to blunt
legal and political opposition.
The order was revised to avoid
the tumult and protests that engulfed the nation’s airports after
Trump signed his first immigration directive
on Jan. 27.
That order
was ultimately
blocked by a
federal appeals
court.
The new order continued
to impose a Donald
90-day ban on Trump
travelers, but it
removed Iraq,
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It also exempts permanent residents and
current visa holders, and drops
language offering preferential
status to persecuted religious
minorities, a provision widely
interpreted as favoring other religious groups over Muslims.
In addition, it reversed an indefinite ban on refugees from
Syria, replacing it with a 120day freeze that requires review
and renewal.
But the heart of the sweeping
executive action is still intact,
reflecting Trump’s “America first” pledge to safeguard
against what he has portrayed
as a hidden influx of terrorists
and criminals — a hard-line
campaign promise that resonated deeply with white work-
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T

he weekend storm brought scattered reports
of snow on peaks across the North Coast, with
snow falling as low as 1,500 feet, according to the
National Weather Service.
While much of it didn’t stick around long enough to
be measurable, between Saturday morning and Monday
morning 6 inches of snow fell in Cobb, 38 inches fell at
Sierra-at-Tahoe and a staggering 56 inches pounded
Donner Pass, the weather service said. Showers from a
Pacific Northwest storm system will bypass the North
Coast today, leaving behind cloudy skies. Wednesday
will be partly sunny with a high of 68. Above, Clint
MacGowan and his son Ben, 3, of Santa Rosa throw
snowballs Monday on Pine Flat Road in the hills above
Healdsburg. At right, snow clings to branches.

Republicans propose health care replacement
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT » Long-awaited legislation
could move quickly through to final bill
By TONY PUGH
AND ALEX DAUGHERTY
MCCLATCHY NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — After
months of negotiations, House
Republicans unveiled their
long-awaited legislation to repeal and replace the Affordable
Care Act amid concerns the bill
would weaken or erase many of
the health law’s signature consumer protections.
The bill would replace
Obamacare’s
income-based
subsidies with tax credits based
more heavily on age, wipe out
the individual mandate, cut
federal funding for local public
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health programs, bar Planned
Parenthood from receiving
federal money and phase out
enhanced funding for newly eligible Medicaid recipients.
The House Energy and Commerce Committee and the Ways
and Means Committee are expected to move quickly, taking
up the measure at hearings on
Wednesday, which would then
set the stage for the proposals
to be merged into a final bill
next week by the House Budget
Committee.
The Republican legislation
hasn’t been scored by the Congressional Budget Office for its
cost and impact. But most ex-
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SENATE REPUBLICANS
Four senators have raised issues with House drafts of a replacement for the
Affordable Care Act, and they could hold the key to passing the law.
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perts expect fewer people to get
coverage under the GOP plan
than under Obama’s Affordable Care Act.
“The House plan includes tax
cuts that (the) CBO previously estimated would cost about
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